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Abbreviations

CPK  Communist Party of Kampuchea (Khmer Rouge party organization)

DC-Cam  Documentation Center of Cambodia

DK  Democratic Kampuchea (period of Khmer Rouge rule in Cambodia, April 17, 1975 to January 6, 1979)

ECCC  Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (Khmer Rouge Tribunal)

ICC  International Criminal Court

ICTR  International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda

ICTY  International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia

M-13  Security office run by Duch during the Cambodian civil war

OCIJ  Office of the Co-Investigating Judges

OCP  Office of the Co-Prosecutors

PTC  Pre-Trial Chamber

PRK  People’s Republic of Kampuchea (government that ruled Cambodia for a decade following DK)

S-21  Security center run by Duch during DK

PTC  Pre-Trial Chamber of the ECCC

SCC  Supreme Court Chamber of the ECCC

TC  Trial Chamber of the ECCC
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